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Abstract

A process hierarchy has the advantage of giving the
business a holistic view at all times, promoting a com-
mon terminology for inter-organization communica-
tion, maintaining customer-centric focus, and enabling
benchmarking with industry best-practices. Today,
the same kind of efficiency is needed in public sector
where government offers services like traffic, water, en-
ergy and public safety to citizens. Here, a government
not only needs to communicate with its own agencies
but also external stake holders like citizens, businesses
and international organizations. However, despite its
success in business sphere, business process hierarchies
are not available in public areas like traffic.

In this paper, we first articulate design principles
which process hierarchies should follow and then em-
pirically analyze their adherence by the widely-used
standard Process Classification Framework. Then, we
use the lessons to create a new process hierarchy for
traffic domain. For the purpose, we obtain the process
content by automatically extracting it from public doc-
uments using harvesting tools and semi-automatically
organizing it. We indirectly validate our approach in
automotive industry where processes extracted from
automotive terms match favorably with known rele-
vant industries. The paper enhances the state-of-the-
art in understanding of how existing process hierar-
chies are organized as well helps push its success to
public sector (smarter cities) domains.

1 Introduction

Business Process Management (BPM) has popularized
the discipline of using well-documented procedures,
i.e., the business processes, at the center of all op-
erational, management and support activities a busi-
ness engages with its numerous partners, suppliers and
employees[9]. To do so, a business process framework
is needed.
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A business process framework is a “high-level,
industry-neutral, enterprise process model that allows
organizations to see their business processes from a
cross-company viewpoint” [3]. Usually the framework
is represented as a hierarchy and hence also called a
Business Process Hierarchy (BPH). APQC’s (Ameri-
can Productivity And Quality Center) Process Classi-
fication Framework (PCF) is an example of a widely-
used hierarchy, also referred as map in the rest of the
paper, which organizes cross-industry and industry-
specific business processes. A process hierarchy has
the advantage of giving the business a holistic view at
all times, promoting a common terminology for inter-
organization communication, maintaining customer-
centric focus, and enabling benchmarking with indus-
try best-practices.

Today, the same kind of efficiency is needed in pub-
lic sector where government offers services like traf-
fic, water, energy and public safety to citizens. Here,
a government not only needs to communicate with
its own agencies but also with external stake hold-
ers like citizens, businesses and international organi-
zations. But much of the information sharing today
is informal, ad-hoc and ambiguous. Consider traffic.
There is no common terminology used to communicate
across different parties or benchmarks to compare cur-
rent and desired performances.

However, despite its success in business sphere,
business processes hierarchies are not available in pub-
lic areas like traffic. We want to build a business pro-
cess hierarchy for traffic but not by the traditional
approach of assembling it exclusively by a commit-
tee of experts. Instead, we propose a novel method
where we leverage public documents related to traf-
fic management and use content extraction techniques
to automatically get process content. Our goal is to
semi-automatically generate a business process hierar-
chy which can be reconciled with the standard APQC
maps to further promote collaboration between public
sector and private industries.

However, reconciling process content in BPHs needs
understanding of how they should be organized. We



first articulate the results of the work we did inter-
viewing subject matter experts from multiple indus-
tries as well APQC to identify guiding principles that
process hierarchies should follow. We then report on
empirical analysis we conducted to verify the adher-
ence of APQC to these principles. Then, we present
our method to semi-automatically create a new process
hierarchy for traffic domain. It was difficult to validate
the quality of extracted traffic hierarchy; so we did a
similar extraction for automotive industry and com-
pared them with the known APQC hierarchies and
found expected overlap with automotive and related
industries. We then conclude with related work and
pointers for future work. To the best of our knowl-
edge, this is the first work on the topic. Furthermore,
the feasibility of the new method shows that we can
use it to rapidly build more hierarchies for other public
sector services.

Our contributions are the following:

• Propose design principles for organizing process
hierarchies and analyze standard APQC’s BPHs
for adherence to design principles.

• Present a solution to semi-automatically extract
BPHs from generic documentation.

• Create a BPH for traffic using our solution.

• Validate the approach indirectly by extracting
and comparing process hierarchies in a known in-
dustry.

2 Preliminaries

In this section, we first give background on APQC
and then further motivate the problem of organizing
traffic-related process content in hierarchies.

2.1 APQC Background

APQC’s Process Classification Framework is a stan-
dard for terminology on process definitions and mea-
sures for benchmarking [3]. The development of
APQC taxonomy started in 1992. More than 80 or-
ganizations have helped it evolve and it is now being
used by thousands of organizations worldwide. To-
day, the BPH is the worlds most widely used process
framework and allows organizations to speak a com-
mon language about functions, processes, and activi-
ties. The version we will refer to in the paper is 5.0.3.
APQC is used as standard organizational principle for
enterprise processes knowledge. Such organization is
then used in combination with APQC open standards
benchmarking database to compare the performance
of the enterprise with organizations from any indus-
try.

Figure 1: Example of APQC’s BPH

Figure 1 shows an example of APQC process classi-
fication framework. APQC is organized into 5 hierar-
chical levels representing business functions at differ-
ent levels of granularity. To convey the level of gran-
ularity, roughly put, a level 5 task can be done by an
individual, a level 4 activity is done by one or a group
of individuals, and a level 3 process is accomplished
by an organization’s group. Companies organize func-
tions at level 1 and 2 in many ways depending on size,
geography and other considerations. At each node,
there is a number in the bracket referring to a unique
identifier assigned in BPH.

APQC offers one, industry-neutral, hierarchy (also
referred as Cross-industry) plus eleven industry-
specific frameworks to describe processes (or process
nuances) specific to the industry. Note that a com-
pany might be identified by more than one industry
BPH, depending on their profile. As example, a large
Media company will find processes in Broadcasting (for
TV coverage), Telecommunication (for phone services)
and Customer products (for new product development)
BPHs.

Industry specific BPHs have all been created man-
ually, by bringing Industry subjects matter experts
along with companies intellectual capitals. Creating
industry BPH is an extremely cumbersome and ex-
pensive activity, requiring endless number of iteration
between members.

2.2 Building a Traffic BPH

The traffic of a city impacts all aspects of its citizens
economic and personal activities. Here, government
body managing a city’s traffic not only needs to com-
municate with its own agencies but also external stake
holders like citizens, businesses and even international
organizations. A term like traffic congestion is used



by traffic personnel, fire department, electrical util-
ity, mayor office, citizens, civil contractors, IT compa-
nies implementing Intelligent Transportation Systems
(ITS), etc. Although everyone is interested to know an
accurate traffic outlook and to improve it, the common
issues are:

• How do participants share common activities
about the domain unambiguously?

• What kinds of information are really valuable?

• How to create the terminology in a practical, sus-
tainable, manner?

A traffic business process hierarchy (BPH) could
serve as the common terminology to communicate
across different parties. Towards the aim of gener-
ating a Traffic BPH, we searched and collected nu-
merous documents publicly available from municipal-
ities all around the globe. Among the different doc-
ument types we analyzed, we found Request For Pro-
posals(RFPs) to be the most relevant for our work.
RFPs are issued by cities or governments for building
and managing traffic-related issues. Today, each US
municipality, state, and central government indepen-
dently publish their request from proposals. Last year,
more than 27000 RFPs (from different authorities)
have been issued in the US alone for Traffic-related
issues 1! When it comes to such a large number of pro-
posals, how companies interested in participating can
quickly find the RFPs relevant to them? How both
Government and private companies can quickly iden-
tify which other solutions (processes) should be inte-
grated with the ones described in the RFP? Which are
the standard key performance indicators the proposed
solution should meet? Similar to what happened in
private Industry, we believe creating a standard BPH
For traffic, aligned with the ones defined by APQC,
will provide an answer to some of those issues.

3 BPH Design Principles and APQC
Analysis

This section presents the guiding principles for gen-
erating well-formed BPHs. A BPH is meant to be
consumed in the context of an industry (where cross-
industry is a special industry) and furthermore, evolv-
ing relationships between industries should be evi-
denced in the overlap of BPHs. So, a BPH is well-
formed when any industry expert can consume it with-
out specific instructions. Moreover, a set of BPHs are
well-formed when explicit guidance is available on how
BPHs are structured. This second aspect is partic-
ularly important for our work as multiple industries
(e.g., Automotive, Aerospace, Retails, Finance) may
use (part of) the Traffic BPH to describe how their

1Source: http://www.governmentbids.com

business processes interact with government agencies
(municipalities) and other stake holders.

We now introduce 3 core BPH principles. They
have been designed in collaboration with business pro-
cess and industry subjects matter experts and by
studying multiple BPHs created by IBM for describ-
ing customers’ business processes. We will first list
the principles and then explain them one-by-one in
the context of APQC.

3.0.1 Principle 1:

A node is either defined in the Cross-industry BPH
or it is specific to one single industry.

This first principle might seem obvious, but it is
the cornerstone of a well-formed BPH. If not enforced,
it will lead to the proliferation of nodes shared among
only few industries, diminishing the value of the
Cross-industry BPH. Moreover, as each BPH evolves
independently of others, it would become infeasible
to manage a Cross-industry BPH in which only
nodes applicable to all industries are represented. To
prevent such a problem, the first principle establishes
that, if a node is shared by at least two industries, it
should be defined in the Cross-industry BPH.

To validate, we ran an experiment to identify if
APQC PCF adheres to this first principle. We took
the eleven APQC maps (ten industries specific plus
the Cross-industry) searching for nodes violating the
principle. Not surprisingly, none of such nodes have
been found: in APQC, the only nodes shared across
more than one industry are the ones listed in the cross
industry BPH.

3.0.2 Principle 2:

An industry-specific BPH should be self-contained, in-
cluding all business processes relevant to that industry.

The first principle established nodes must be in-
cluded in the Cross-industry BPH if they apply to at
least two industries. On the other hand, not all Cross-
industry nodes might be relevant to all industries. As
example, APQC node 10134, “Gather current and his-
toric order information” is relevant for most of the in-
dustries but not Aerospace. The second principle ad-
dresses this problem by requiring the industry BPH to
include references to all relevant Cross-industry nodes.
This approach makes each BPH self-contained, ready
to be consumed, entity for companies operating in a
specific sector.

This principle cannot be validated without an ex-
tensive knowledge of all industries. However, we stud-
ied how APQC industry BPHs reused Cross-industry
nodes. The results of our experiment, depicted in Fig-
ure 2, shows how different industries have adopted



Figure 2: Distribution of Cross-industry nodes in AQPC Industry BPHs

different approaches when it came to re-using Cross-
industry nodes. As example, Electric Utility BPH
includes more than 99% of the cross-industry nodes
while others, like Broadcast, only refer to 73% of the
cross-industry map. Even the percentage of unique
nodes in a BPH vary significatively, going from 7% of
Petrouleum (Downsteam) to 37% for Telecommunica-
tion.

One possible explanation of this variance is that
not all industries have been built at the same time,
and some have undergone more revisions than others.
However, as a general rule, we can confirm the trend of
defining Industry BPH as combination of all relevant
cross-industry nodes plus industry specific concepts.

3.0.3 Principle 3:

Industry-specific BPHs can reuse cross-industry nodes
but they cannot alter the genealogy of Cross-industry
BPH nodes.

This principle guides how industry specific BPHs
should be built. An industry BPH should always start
from the Cross-industry BPH, removing the nodes
which do not apply and creating new nodes (and levels)
for industry specific element. On the other hand, tak-
ing cross industry nodes (or levels) and moving those
under a different parent should not be allowed.

The rationale for this principle is twofolds. First, it
enables easy consumption by companies spanning mul-
tiple industries. As discussed in Section 2.1, companies
operating across multiple sectors (like IBM, as exam-
ple) will build their own BPHs by picking and choosing
nodes from different BPHs. In this very common sce-
nario, users will not be able to merge the BPHs if they
do not understand why each industry has positioned
the same Cross-industry nodes under different parents.
The second value in enforcing principle this is the need
to easily propagate changes done in the Cross-industry
BPH to all industries referring such nodes.

Once again, we took APQC and run an experiment
searching for scenarios violating the third principle.
Surprisingly, we found some nodes, listed on Figure 3,
which did not follow the principle.

As example, node 10737, Manage international
funds / consolidation is defined in Cross-industry BPH
as level three and at level 02 for Telecommunication.
There could be multiple reasons for subject matter ex-
perts to define exceptions to the third principle. Recall
from Section 2.1 that a level of PCF corresponds to the
scale of activity in that industry and effort put rang-
ing from business divisions for level 1 to individuals at
level 5. We hypothesize that industry-specific experts
are aware of this information for their particular in-
dustry but may not be able to reconcile it from other
industries, latter being the key information which de-
termines the level in cross-industry BPH. Hence, cross-
industry levels should be carefully built and once in
place, they should not be altered – the third principle.

4 Solution Blocks for a Traffic BPH

In this section, we describe the information extraction
and the BPH comparison techniques we built to semi-
automatically generate the Traffic BPH. The steps are
illustrated in Figure 4.

The process begins with harvesting documents re-
lated to traffic management. The documents are pro-
cessed with off-the-shelf content harvesting tools. To
obtain the best results, the proposed information ex-
traction solution considers both a process-ignorant
(without any domain knowledge) scenario as well a
scenario using APQC BPHs as pre-existing domain
knowledge. The extracted content is then compared
with existing maps and arranged into a new BPH
based on the principles gleaned from analyzing APQC.
Finally, subject matter experts use the “BPH Wizard
tool” to review the generated map and refine it where
necessarily.

In this work, the document types we consider are



Figure 3: Inconsistencies found by comparing Industry Specific and Cross-Industry nodes

Figure 4: Steps in Creating the Traffic BPH.

non-restrictive and currently includes Request for Pro-
posals (RFPs) that cities issue for traffic projects, pub-
lic research papers on traffic sensing and analytics, and
design documents of traffic solutions delivered to cities.
Basing ourselves on documents allows us to identify
important processes which figure in real-world efforts
rather than those merely theoretically possible. Hence,
the process of BPH creation becomes practical. Fur-
ther, documents are very easily available and can be
used by other researchers interested to this problem.

The next sections will describe the details of the
steps we adopted to create the Traffic BPH.

4.1 BPH Terms Extraction

Content extraction, and the closely related area of in-
formation extraction, is a well researched sub-area of
information management with many research proto-
types and commercial tools. A good survey for in-
formation extraction techniques is [10]. Different ap-
proaches vary based on the type of documents consid-
ered (e.g., plain text, PDF, MS Word, Excel), the type
of prior knowledge assumed (domain models), the su-
pervision needed (e.g., supervised v/s unsupervised),

and the type of concepts extracted (e.g., plain list v/s
hierarchy).

As an illustration of the state-of-the-art, we work
with IBM SPSS Text Analytics[11] which is a commer-
cial tool that works with PDF, Word and other popu-
lar document formats. We will refer to it as Tool1. The
tool performs unsupervised extraction and can gener-
ate concept hierarchies. During extraction, Tool1 re-
lies on linguistics-based text analysis. It first separates
textual data from other content in the document and
then identifies candidate concepts which can be made
up of both single or multiple words. Then, it resolves
synonyms and organizes concepts in a canonical form.
The extracted concepts can be used to build a hierar-
chy. For this, Tool1 uses a combination of linguistics
and statistical methods to extract relationships among
concepts. Further details on the techniques are avail-
able in its help documentation [11].

4.1.1 Iterative Approach.

Our objective is to extract the traffic BPH but in the
process, also validate that the quality of hierarchy is
good. We consider this in two parts: (a) generate a



BPH from traffic documents, and (b) for quality as-
sessment, repeat the BPH extraction from automotive
documents where APQC already has BPH. Then, in
the next section, we discuss how the extracted BPHs
are compared with existing APQC BPHs to confirm
that the hierarchies are reasonable.

Table 1 summarizes the documents used (inputs)
and processes extracted (output). A closer view is
shown in Figure 5 where a subset of file-level statistics
is given. The tool could effectively generate a rich set
of concepts and arrange them in a detailed hierarchy
of up to 6 levels. However, since we are not interested
in general concepts but those related to activities (i.e.,
processes), we needed to do more. Content extraction
tools allow filtering of results based on different rules.
We started by using a simple rule to detect a process
term: if the phrase ”process” is found in the name of
a leaf concept, the concept along with its parents are
deemed to refer to processes.

However, the simple filtering rule tends to be too
restrictive when compared to the activities found in
APQC Maps. As example, Analyze systems and tech-
nology is a process relevant to Traffic which would get
left out by the filter from the extracted processes. To
address this limitation, we analyzed the terms in the
existing APQC maps looking for terms that were most
commonly used to define processes. Figure 6 shows the
word Cloud created for APQC BPH Maps using Many
Eyes technique[8]. The 5 most common terms are per-
form, strategy, customer, establish and define. We use
them along with ”process” as process indicators. That
is also the filter reported in Table 1.

The concepts extracted for each document have
been combined generating a total of 180 process re-
lated concepts for the complete traffic dataset. Figure7
shows a snapshot of the hierarchy extracted by Tool1.
Many branches of the hierarchy are intuitive. For ex-
ample, fare collection is a process which is part of fare
management activity and related to finance. Others
are syntactically accurate but not intuitive. For ex-
ample, process fleet and processing of probe are pro-
cessors but not necessarily related to electronic equip-
ment. But given the evidence of the documents, the
tool generated it.

To validate our approach, we ran a similar extrac-
tion on 40 Automotive documents. We found 538
process-related terms organized in a six level hierarchy.
Figure 8 shows a snapshot of the hierarchy extracted.
The extracted hierarchies are compared with existing
APQC BPHs next.

4.2 Mapping Extracted Concepts with APQC
BPHs

As next step, we compared the process terms extracted
for traffic and automotive domains with the nodes in
the eleven APQC hierarchies. The goal of the com-
parison is to identify how the Traffic BPH should be

built as a combination of cross-industry and industry
specific nodes, as well as validate it in the case of Au-
tomotive where we already have a BPH. Two nodes, si

and sj , are said to be equivalent if they have match-
ing names. Suppose θ is a text similarity measure viz.
edit-distance by Monge Elkan method[4], and φ is a
threshold. The matching function between si and sj

is given below.

(si, sj) = Match, θt(si, sj) � φ,
⊥, otherwise. (1)

Here, we compare the individual terms from the
traffic/auto hierarchy with the terms of the APQC
BPHs and record matches. We also record whether
the matching BPH nodes are from cross-industry or
industry-specific maps, as well as how many do not
match. Note that our match definition entails report-
ing all possible matchings above a threshold. Hence,
the # matches can be more than the # terms in either
the extracted hierarchy or the BPHs when there are
more than 1 possible matches. As part of generating
the final BPH, an eventual match decision has to be
made (by a human or rules) as discussed in Section 4.3.

4.2.1 Experiments.

Table 9 shows the results of matching the Traffic BPH
consisting of 180 terms obtained with the expanded
process filter with APQC BPHs. The first column
lists the industries. The second column shows how
many nodes from the APQC BPH matches the pro-
cess terms in the extracted hierarchy. The third col-
umn shows it in percentage. The fourth column shows
how many matches were found by considering only the
portion of the BPH referring to Cross-industry nodes
(fifth column has this in %). The sixth column shows
how many matches were found against industry spe-
cific nodes (seventh column has this in %). As exam-
ple, the APQC Automotive BPH contains 1479 con-
tains, 520 of which are specific to the industry (see
Table 2). Table 9 shows that 224 concepts from traffic
match the industry BPH. The percentage in column
seven is computed by dividing 224 (Matches) against
the base for comparison (520). The last two columns
show how many traffic terms did not match that BPH
in numbers and %, respectively.

Many observations can be made from the results:

• In the ideal case, the number of matches should be
equal to the number of extracted concepts. How-
ever, since matches are approximate, many more
potential matches are found.

• Recall from Table 2 that a high proportion of
cross-industry nodes show up in the industry-
specific BPHs. The results give a breakup of the



S.No. Traffic Automotive

#Documents 18 40
#Levels 6 6
#Process Terms 180 538

Table 1: Statistics on documents used in experiments and final processes extracted.

Figure 5: Detailed statistics of a subset of documents used in experiments.

matches in columns six and eight. Telecommu-
nication, Aerospace, Automotive and Consumer
Products have the top-most number of industry-
specific nodes matching. Closer inspection reveals
that this is reasonable because many activities in
air traffic management are similar to traffic man-
agement, and so on.

• More than 75% of the traffic nodes are not match-
ing any of the known BPHs. Although traffic re-
lated, they are either not covered in current BPHs
(hence refer to novel processes) or too specific to
be generalized and made part of a BPH.

To check whether the results were sensitive to the
filtering terms, we ran another experiment on a sub-
set of documents (shown in Figure 5) but considered
only process as the process filter. We got 99 process
terms related to traffic. The top matching industries
for the extracted traffic processes remained the same
(Telecommunication, Aerospace, Automotive and Con-
sumer Products) but Aerospace was the top-most in-
stead of Telecommunication with more terms related
to traffic management. The extracted processes were
more sensitive to document samples.

Table 10 has the similar results for extracted au-
tomotive process terms. Some observations from the
results are:

• The extracted terms have a high match with
industry-specific nodes of Automotive BPH in-
cluding those which match only with this indus-
try.

• Interestingly, the highest match of the extracted
hierarchy is with nodes from Telecommunication

industry. This is due to common terms related to
performance measurements.

• More than 85% of the automotive terms are not
matching any of the known BPHs. Although au-
tomotive related, they are too specific to be gen-
eralized and made part of a BPH.

The automotive result validates that the approach
can generate process hierarchies consistent with what
is already known. Further, the traffic results show
that the generated hierarchy in a new domain can be
reasonable. Together, they support the presented ap-
proach as a promising way to obtain process hierar-
chies in new domains like public sector.

However, the above results are only a start. They
are a function of the sample of documents used and
the similarity function used for comparison. We have
tried to use a large set of documents from different
regions of the world relating to all aspects of traffic
and automotive operations. Still, there is much room
for future investigation.

4.3 Refining Traffic BPH

Content extraction and BPH comparisons techniques
are two important steps toward the automatic genera-
tion of a new BPH. However, for consistency, general-
ity and other reasons, not all steps can be automate.
In fact, one would want subjects matter experts to re-
view the generated BPH and refine it. This sections
describes the types of refinements required to build
a well-formed BPH based on the principles listed in
Section 3.

The BPHs comparison process clusters each of the
extracted process nodes into one of the following sce-
narios:



Figure 6: Word Cloud considering all APQC BPH terms

1. The extracted node matches a cross-industry
node. In this case, the node should be defined in
the new BPH as a reference to the cross-industry
node.

2. The extracted node does not match any pre-
existing nodes. In this case, the node should be
added as industry specific process with suitable
adjustment to match APQC’s naming convention.

3. The extracted node matches a node in a different
industry BPH. In this last case, the node can-
not be shared among two industries, as it violates
our well-formed BPH principle 1. Based on how
closely related are the two concepts, the expert
will either opt to decouple the concepts and add
it as different industry specific node, or to main-
tain the relation and move the node to the cross-
industry BPH. This second option is preferred as
promote interoperability among industries.

The three scenarios provide guidances on how sub-
ject matter experts should refine each generated node.
However, those scenarios do not take into considera-
tion the hierarchical relations among nodes. In fact,
consider as example a node, called A, which does not
match any pre-existing node (scenario 1), but one of
its children nodes, called B, is part of cross-industry
BPH (scenario 2 above). In this scenario, B cannot be
added as reference to the cross-industry node A as it
violates BPH principle 4 (cross-industry nodes cannot
be shuffled to different parents).

To address all possible scenarios (each node can
in fact have multiple ancestors and descendants) we
designed a BPH Wizard Tool which takes in input
the generated BPH and guides experts in creating
a well-formed BPH. The BPH Wizard Tool starts
with a post-tree traversal of the BPH tree search-
ing for branches containing nodes all belonging to
scenario tree above (nodes match existing industry-
specific nodes). Those branches are addressed first as
behave as single nodes. The experts will be asked to
decide if the nodes/branches should be industry spe-
cific or references to cross-industry nodes. When com-

pleted, the wizard continues with an in-order traver-
sal of the BPH searching for branches including both
cross-industry and industry-specific nodes. In-order
tree traversal is done because high level nodes, which
represent broader industry processes, should be ad-
dressed first. A minimum impact approach is sug-
gested to resolve these scenarios.

Once all branches are resolved, the last step in cre-
ating well-formed BPH is making sure the new map is
self contained. Once again, we make use of the results
of the concept mapping extraction process. Specifi-
cally, we search for cross-industry nodes which have
been included in most of the industries but not found
in the generated BPH. If found, the wizard will suggest
to the expert to either look at those nodes manually
or to repeat the content extraction providing any ad-
ditional industry specific documentation as input.

5 Related Work

The importance of process classification frameworks
for realizing BPM potential is well known[1]. As pub-
lic services become increasingly IT-enabled, BPHs will
become important in this area as well.

There is a rich literature on process design, much
of which is centered around streamlining e-commerce.
In [7], the authors propose (financial) value creation
as the basis for organizing cross-organizational busi-
ness processes. They consider a hierarchical structure
for processes and they use levels to distinguish be-
tween Primary, Support and Management Processes,
depending on the role the process plays in satisfying
the customer need. However, this is not readily appli-
cable in public sector where money is not the explicit
basis for cooperation. In another work[12], ontology is
proposed for business automation. The domain knowl-
edge of processes is formalized in a process ontology
that enables agents communication, sharing of infor-
mation and reuse of capabilities. However, a domain
ontology does not exist for the domains we are consid-
ering.

Away from e-commerce, [2] proposes a framework
to manage an organizations process knowledge along



Figure 7: Snapshot of our Traffic BPH process terms and categories extracted with Tool1.
Filter=≺process,perform, strategy, customer, establish, define�.

seven dimensions: structure, personnel and coor-
dination, performance and tools, discourse, results,
quality and implications. Once process hierarchies
are in place, efforts can be designed for process
improvement[5]. They are applicable to our work as
well.

In this paper, we used documents to discover pro-
cesses. There is a rich literature on mining processes
from executable systems[6]. However, although it is
not easily applicable in our case because IT-driven
traffic systems (called Intelligent Traffic Systems) are
commonly not in place, and where available, they are
considered core city infrastructure and thus restricted
for data sharing with others.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we considered the problem of creating a
BPH in the sub-domain of public services, specifically
traffic, in an efficient manner while reusing existing
APQC BPHs. We proposed three design principles for
well-formed BPHs and evaluated those existing maps.
Then, we use the lessons and existing APQC maps to
create a new process hierarchy for traffic domain based
on concepts gleaned from document using content ex-
traction methods. The paper enhances the state-of-
the-art in understanding of existing process hierarchy
organization as well helps push its success to public
sector (smarter cities) domains.
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Figure 9: Results of matching extracted traffic terms with BPHs [φ=0.9, Filter=≺process, perform, strategy,
customer, establish, define�]
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Figure 10: Results of matching extracted Automotive industry terms with BPHs [φ=0.9, Filter=≺perform,
strategy, customer, establish, define�]
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